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Against(The(Tide:!How!Missing!Tankers!Pumped!Up!Gas!Prices!and!Refiner!Profits

Exxon’s Hidden Tanker

The S/R American Progress, an 
Exxon vessel, spent 70 days off 
the coast of Singapore at the 
height of California’s gas price 
crisis in 2015.



Refiner margins—the amount of 
money refiners collect for each gallon 
of gasoline—set a record for California 
in July 2015. The margin stands at 
$1.61 for branded stations — triple 
their typical returns of 48 cents per 
gallon.  

Record Profits for Refiners
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, :consumer 
Watchdog.org 

Oil refiners are making huge profits 
with each gasoline spike. Their 
incentive is to keep the current 
system of low inventories, downed 
refineries and little transparency in 
place. 

Spiking Prices
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Tesoro provides their California margin per barrel, as well as costs per barrel. 
Subtracting the costs from the margin provides per barrel profits, which reached an 
eight-year high of $14 per gallon, more than twice their average quarterly profit over the 
last ten years. 

 

Chevron 
 
Chevron is California’s largest refiner, with 28% of the state’s refining capacity. Chevron 
does not break out their California profits, but a majority of the company’s refining, 54%, 
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Tesoro California Per Barrel Profits 
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takes place within the state.1112 This means their refining profits are heavily influenced 
by the strength of their California business. 
 
In the 2nd quarter of 2015 Chevron made $731 Million in profit on their United States 
refining. This was an increase of $214 Million, or 41% over the same quarter last year. It 
is almost double their average quarterly profits since 2005. 
 

 
Company filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and Chevron13 
 
 
 Chevron Refining Profit (Millions) 
2015 Q2: $731  
2014 Q2: $517 
10 Year Average: $351 
Company filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and Chevron14 
 
 
On their second quarter investor call, Chevron executive Frank Mount spoke about the 
attractiveness of California’s dysfunctional market: “US downstream results increased 
$25 million between quarters. Tight product supply, primarily on the West Coast, 

                                                
11 http://energyalmanac.ca.gov/petroleum/refineries.html 
12 http://www.chevron.com/countries/usa/ 
13 http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTg5MTA3fENoaWxkSUQ9Mjk3NTg2fFR5cGU9MQ==&t=1  
14 http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NTg5MTA3fENoaWxkSUQ9Mjk3NTg2fFR5cGU9MQ==&t=1  
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